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Abstract

Two coupled climate models, differing primarily in horizontal resolution and treatment of mesoscale eddies, were used to assess

the impact of perturbations in wind stress and Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) melting on the Southern Ocean meridional overturning

circulation (SO MOC), which plays an important role in global climate regulation. The largest impact is found in the SO

MOC lower limb, associated with the formation of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), which in both models is enhanced by

wind and weakened by AIS meltwater perturbations. Even though both models under the AIS melting perturbation show

similar AABW transport reductions of 4-5 Sv (50-60%), the volume deflation of AABW south of 30@S is four times greater

in the higher resolution simulation (-20 vs -5 Sv). Water mass transformation (WMT) analysis reveals that surface-forced

dense water formation on the Antarctic shelf is absent in the higher resolution and reduced by half in the lower resolution

model in response to the increased AIS melting. However, the decline of the AABW volume (and its inter-model difference)

far exceeds the surface-forced WMT changes alone, which indicates that the divergent model responses arise from interactions

between changes in surface forcing and interior mixing processes. This model divergence demonstrates an important source of

uncertainty in climate modeling, and indicates that accurate shelf processes together with scenarios accounting for AIS melting

are necessary for robust projections of the deep ocean’s response to anthropogenic forcing and role as the largest sink in Earth’s

energy budget.
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• Lower limb overturning in two climate models increases with projected changes11
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Abstract17

Two coupled climate models, differing primarily in horizontal resolution and treatment18

of mesoscale eddies, were used to assess the impact of perturbations in wind stress and19

Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) melting on the Southern Ocean meridional overturning circu-20

lation (SO MOC), which plays an important role in global climate regulation. The largest21

impact is found in the SO MOC lower limb, associated with the formation of Antarc-22

tic Bottom Water (AABW), which in both models is enhanced by wind and weakened23

by AIS meltwater perturbations. Even though both models under the AIS melting per-24

turbation show similar AABW transport reductions of 4-5 Sv (50-60%), the volume de-25

flation of AABW south of 30°S is four times greater in the higher resolution simulation26

(-20 vs -5 Sv). Water mass transformation (WMT) analysis reveals that surface-forced27

dense water formation on the Antarctic shelf is absent in the higher resolution and re-28

duced by half in the lower resolution model in response to the increased AIS melting.29

However, the decline of the AABW volume (and its inter-model difference) far exceeds30

the surface-forced WMT changes alone, which indicates that the divergent model responses31

arise from interactions between changes in surface forcing and interior mixing processes.32

This model divergence demonstrates an important source of uncertainty in climate mod-33

eling, and indicates that accurate shelf processes together with scenarios accounting for34

AIS melting are necessary for robust projections of the deep ocean’s response to anthro-35

pogenic forcing and role as the largest sink in Earth’s energy budget.36

Plain Language Summary37

Recent observations and future projections of shifting wind patterns and increased38

meltwater from Antarctica suggest multifaceted impacts on the Southern Ocean, which39

is a primary entry point for excess heat and carbon absorbed by the ocean and thus very40

relevant to global climate regulation. In this study, two different climate models were41

used to assess how expected changes in wind and meltwater impacts the production and42

movement of water masses within the Southern Ocean. Both models respond similarly43

in terms of the south-to-north movement of abyssal waters, which are the densest wa-44

ters in the deep ocean. However, the increased meltwater from Antarctica has a much45

greater impact in one model, such that there is no new formation of abyssal waters, lead-46

ing to a strong reduction in their volume. Abyssal waters are still formed in the other47

model, with less volume reduction compared to the former. One major reason for the48

difference between models is how the system of currents around Antarctica is represented,49

with more refined currents in the higher resolution model leading to more meltwater and50

stratification at sites where dense waters are formed. This has major implications for how51

models project the deep ocean’s response to climate change.52

1 Introduction53

The Southern Ocean (SO) is a key region for the formation and transformation of54

water masses that are critical to the global meridional overturning circulation (MOC)55

(Speer et al., 2000; J. Marshall & Speer, 2012). Many advances in our understanding of56

the global MOC have emphasized the crucial role of SO dynamics (Gnanadesikan, 1999;57

Lumpkin & Speer, 2007; J. Marshall & Speer, 2012; Talley, 2013). Furthermore, venti-58

lation and circulation in the SO serve as major gateways for heat (Chen & Tung, 2014;59

Roemmich et al., 2015; Sallée, 2018; Lin et al., 2021), carbon (Caldeira & Duffy, 2000;60

Sigman et al., 2010; Bernardello et al., 2014; Frölicher et al., 2015) and nutrient (Sarmiento61

et al., 2004) exchanges between the surface and interior ocean. Given the disproportion-62

ately large role the SO plays in modulating the uptake, redistribution, and subsequent63

storage of oceanic heat and carbon, it is crucial that the SO MOC and the associated64

water mass transformation (WMT) are accurately represented in climate models. Im-65

proved understanding of the SO MOC and WMT and their accurate representation in66
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ocean models is especially important for transient climate responses on decadal and longer67

time scales given that changes in the SO MOC and associated water masses due to an-68

thropogenic forcing have major implications for global and regional climate (Sarmiento69

et al., 1998; Rintoul, 2018).70

In a zonally integrated sense, the SO MOC consists of two circulation cells which71

characterize the major meridional transport pathways connecting the upper and lower72

limbs of the global MOC (Speer et al., 2000; Sloyan & Rintoul, 2001; Olbers & Visbeck,73

2005; Lumpkin & Speer, 2007; Talley et al., 2003; Talley, 2013; Cessi, 2019). The upper74

limb of the SO MOC consists of southward flowing waters in the deep ocean (∼ 1000−75

2000 m) which enter from the subtropics and are subsequently upwelled in the subpo-76

lar SO before being transformed into lighter intermediate waters and exported north-77

ward. This cell is driven by strong surface divergence in the presence of persistent west-78

erly winds which push water northward in the surface Ekman layer and pulls dense mid-79

depth water toward the surface (J. Marshall & Speer, 2012; Speer et al., 2000; Döös &80

Webb, 1994). A portion of this upwelled water, identified as upper Circumpolar Deep81

Water (CDW), gains buoyancy through surface heating and freshening and is ultimately82

subducted northward as Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) or Subantarctic Mode83

Water (SAMW).84

Another branch of southward flowing CDW, the so-called lower CDW, is upwelled85

to the surface near the Antarctic margins and densified by surface cooling and salinifi-86

cation through brine rejection. A process that is central to the SO MOC’s lower limb87

is the formation of Dense Shelf Water (DSW) in localized regions along the Antarctic88

shelf. This DSW entrains lower CDW as it cascades down the continental slope, ultimately89

forming Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) (A. Orsi et al., 1999; A. H. Orsi et al., 2002).90

As AABW spreads laterally into the deepest parts of the ocean, slow diapycnal mixing91

processes reduce its density (C. de Lavergne et al., 2016), transforming a portion of AABW92

into CDW (Talley, 2013), connecting the lower with the upper limb of the SO MOC. The93

reader might find it useful to refer to a comprehensive schematic of the relevant over-94

turning cells and transports, for example in Figure 5 of Talley (2013) or Figure 1 in Pellichero95

et al. (2018).96

The dynamical mechanisms described above, which govern the SO MOC, involve97

wind and buoyancy forcing, both of which are subject to change under anthropogenic98

climate forcing. In particular, Southern Hemisphere westerlies have intensified and shifted99

poleward over the past several decades associated with an increasingly positive trend in100

the Southern Annular Mode (G. J. Marshall, 2003; Fogt & Marshall, 2020), and these101

trends are projected to continue as the climate warms (Swart & Fyfe, 2012; Goyal et al.,102

2021). Stronger and poleward-shifted winds have been linked to an invigoration of the103

upper limb overturning (Hogg et al., 2017) associated with increased ventilation (Russell104

et al., 2006; Bronselaer et al., 2020) and formation of AAIW and SAMW (Waugh et al.,105

2013; Downes et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2018; Waugh et al., 2019) as well as enhanced up-106

welling of CDW (Spence, Griffies, et al., 2014; Hogg et al., 2017). The impacts of pro-107

jected changes in wind stress on the SO MOC’s lower limb remain less explored. How-108

ever, previous modeling studies suggest a strengthening of the lower limb due to greater109

AABW formation, mostly in connection with enhanced open-ocean polynya activity near110

the Antarctica margin relative to baseline simulations (Spence, Sebille, et al., 2014; Hogg111

et al., 2017; Dias et al., 2021). However, numerical models are often limited in their abil-112

ity to accurately represent AABW formation, due to insufficient horizontal resolution113

and a lack of representation of critical overflow processes, leading to an underrepresen-114

tation of DSW and a bias towards forming AABW via open ocean deep convection (Heuzé115

et al., 2015; Dufour et al., 2017; Aguiar et al., 2017; Heuzé, 2021; Mohrmann et al., 2021).116

The response of the upper cell to intensified and poleward-shifted winds in model117

simulations (e.g., Hogg et al., 2017; Downes et al., 2017) is consistent with observational118

evidence of a strengthening of the upper limb of the SO MOC (Waugh et al., 2013). Such119
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an agreement suggests that the observed intensification and poleward shift of Southern120

Hemisphere winds are likely imprinting on the upper limb of the SO MOC, with dynam-121

ics consistent with those represented in modeling studies. However, the invigoration of122

the lower limb of the SO MOC that occurs when observed changes in the surface wind123

stress field are applied in model simulations (Spence, Sebille, et al., 2014; Hogg et al.,124

2017; Dias et al., 2021) is inconsistent with the observed weakening of the lower limb of125

the SO MOC (Rintoul, 2007; Purkey & Johnson, 2010, 2013; Schmidtko et al., 2014; Anilku-126

mar et al., 2015) and contraction of AABW volume (Purkey & Johnson, 2012; Azaneu127

et al., 2013; van Wijk & Rintoul, 2014; Anilkumar et al., 2021). Such disagreements may128

suggest that observed trends in the surface wind stress are not presently imprinting on129

the SO MOC’s lower limb, or competing processes may be acting to limit the sensitiv-130

ity of the lower limb to wind stress changes. Furthermore, Zhang et al. (2019) suggest131

that the deep SO convection is currently in a weakening phase as part of a multidecadal132

natural variability in the climate system, which overshadows impacts due to wind changes.133

Increased stratification of the upper SO in response to surface warming and fresh-134

ening (e.g., Haumann et al., 2016) has been linked to reduced AABW production (Sallée135

et al., 2021; C. d. de Lavergne et al., 2014; Snow et al., 2016; Silvano et al., 2018) and136

a weakening of the abyssal MOC (Stouffer et al., 2007; Morrison et al., 2015). In par-137

ticular, substantial Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) mass loss observed in recent decades and138

associated surface freshening (Rignot et al., 2013; DeConto & Pollard, 2016; Rignot et139

al., 2019; Smith et al., 2020) is a process that is likely a strong contributor to the increased140

stratification of the subpolar SO. The potential for AIS meltwater to influence Antarc-141

tic sea ice trends (Bintanja et al., 2013; Pauling et al., 2016; Purich et al., 2018), ocean142

circulation (Moorman et al., 2020), regional and global sea level rise (Menviel et al., 2010;143

Bronselaer et al., 2018; Golledge et al., 2019; Schloesser et al., 2019) and other climate144

relevant processes, has motivated an increasing number of studies to constrain the cli-145

mate impacts of this additional meltwater.146

Previous modeling studies investigating the impact of Antarctic meltwater on the147

SO MOC generally agree on a substantial reduction of AABW formation and a weak-148

ening of the lower limb (Fogwill et al., 2015; Lago & England, 2019; Moorman et al., 2020;149

Mackie et al., 2020), which is consistent with observed changes in the abyssal ocean over150

recent decades (Lago & England, 2019; Purkey & Johnson, 2013). However, it is unclear151

how these changes compare to, and are potentially compensated by, perturbations of mo-152

mentum forcing from enhanced and poleward shifted westerly winds. Modeling studies153

that used idealized CO2-only forcing scenarios (Palter et al., 2014; Newsom et al., 2016)154

or buoyancy perturbation experiments (Stouffer et al., 2007; Morrison et al., 2015) also155

imply a slowdown in the MOC due to increased stratification. However, these studies156

have not included additional freshening from AIS meltwater in their forcing protocol, thus157

the documented MOC response is likely underestimated, particularly the response of the158

lower limb (Lago & England, 2019).159

Studies utilizing idealized perturbation experiments have either focused on the re-160

sponse to wind stress change (Spence, Sebille, et al., 2014; Hogg et al., 2017; Bishop et161

al., 2016; Downes et al., 2017) or AIS melting individually (Fogwill et al., 2015; Lago &162

England, 2019; Moorman et al., 2020). However, recent work by Bronselaer et al. (2020)163

and Beadling et al. (2022), highlight that both the projected wind stress changes and164

AIS melting are critical to consider together when investigating the transient response165

of the SO, given their competing effects on SO ventilation and the thermal response on166

the Antarctic shelf. Previous studies suggest opposing imprints of wind and AIS melt167

perturbations on SO water masses and circulation, with contributions that are likely not168

a simple linear combination of separate perturbation responses (Dias et al., 2021; Bead-169

ling et al., 2022). This non-linear response precludes the possibility of attributing changes170

in the SO MOC to individual contributions from AIS melt and wind stress change in pre-171

vious studies that have not considered both forcings in tandem. Furthermore, the diver-172
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sity of models and the differing experimental designs of previous perturbation experi-173

ments prevents quantifying the uncertainty in changes in the formation and transport174

of SO water masses in response to wind and meltwater forcings. It is therefore timely175

to follow up with an idealized perturbation study that focuses on the individual and com-176

bined effects of projected wind stress changes and AIS melting, which are highly rele-177

vant for future changes of the SO MOC.178

The goal of this study is to mechanistically characterize and compare the transient179

response of the SO MOC to wind stress perturbations and AIS meltwater input expected180

near the middle of the 21st century in two fully coupled climate models. We provide a181

description of the two climate models as well as the idealized perturbation experiments182

and analysis framework in Section 2. Section 3.1 compares the two models based on their183

mean representation of the SO MOC and its anomalies in the perturbation experiments.184

Here we show that the change in AIS melting has the dominant impact on the combined185

response to forcing, where both models exhibit a clear weakening of the lower limb cir-186

culation. In Section 3.2 we use a water mass transformation framework to describe how187

surface buoyancy modification from AIS melting corresponds to changes in the SO in-188

terior in the form of both water mass volume change and overturning. The water mass189

transformation analysis highlights crucial differences between the two models that are190

not apparent in the MOC response. Furthermore, since the two models have important191

differences regarding spatial resolution and mesoscale eddies, this comparison helps to192

mechanistically understand how model uncertainty can imprint on SO MOC changes re-193

sulting from changes in buoyancy forcing. We further discuss these results in Section 4194

with a summary and conclusion offered in Section 5.195

2 Methods196

2.1 Models197

We use a fully-coupled numerical global climate model (CM4, (Held et al., 2019))198

and Earth system model (ESM4, (Dunne et al., 2020)) developed at the Geophysical Fluid199

Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-200

tion (NOAA) and contributed to the sixth phase of the Coupled Model Intercompari-201

son Project (CMIP6; Eyring et al., 2016). As both models share many characteristics,202

we review similarities and key differences relevant for the SO. We limit our description203

here to the ocean and sea ice components in each model as Beadling et al. (2022) and204

references therein, including Held et al. (2019) and Dunne et al. (2020), provide com-205

plete model component descriptions for CM4 and ESM4.206

Both CM4 and ESM4 have a fully coupled atmosphere, land, ocean and sea ice com-207

ponents. The ocean and sea ice model (GFDL-OM4.0, (Adcroft et al., 2019)) is based208

on version 6 of the Modular Ocean Model (MOM6) code. A key change of MOM6 from209

previous versions is the implementation of the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) al-210

gorithm, along with a vertical Lagrangian remapping method, thus enabling a full gen-211

eralization of the vertical coordinate (S. Griffies et al., 2020). In both models, the ver-212

tical coordinate in OM4 is a hybrid between potential density (rho2, referenced to 2000 dbar)213

at depth and re-scaled geopotential (z∗) in the upper ocean (spacing varying from 2 m214

near the surface to 20 m before transitioning to isopycnal coordinates at ∼200 m). In215

both models, the vertical coordinate is comprised of 75 hybrid layers spanning the en-216

tire water column (0-6500 m). The z∗ coordinate in the upper ocean is more appropri-217

ate because the resolution in isopycnal space breaks down in the absence of vertical strat-218

ification within the mixed layer. In the interior, the preference for isopycnal coordinates219

is motivated by the preservation of interior water masses and the improved representa-220

tion of circulation that predominantly occurs along isopycnals. The implementation of221

the hybrid coordinate reduces the occurrence of spurious diapycnal mixing that has been222

a common problem in pure vertical z∗ grid models (S. M. Griffies et al., 2000; Adcroft223
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et al., 2019) and improves representation of overflows (Legg et al., 2006) which is rele-224

vant for the SO.225

The horizontal grid spacing of the ocean/sea ice component differs between the two226

models, with a nominal horizontal grid spacing at 0.25° and 0.5° in CM4 and ESM4, re-227

spectively. Another major difference is that the higher horizontal resolution ocean com-228

ponent in CM4 does not include a mesoscale eddy parameterization, while ESM4 em-229

ploys the Mesoscale Eddy Kinetic energy parameterization (MEKE) to represent sub-230

gridscale eddy processes (Redi, 1982; Gent et al., 1995; D. P. Marshall & Adcroft, 2010).231

CM4 can be regarded as ”eddy permitting”, as a horizontal grid spacing of 0.25° resolves232

eddies in the tropics and subtropics, but incompletely at high latitudes. During the de-233

velopment phase, it was found that the 0.25° version of OM4 offered a better simulation234

with no mesoscale eddy parameterizations, based on several climate relevant metrics such235

as sea surface temperature biases (Adcroft et al., 2019; Held et al., 2019). However, that236

conclusion is the subject of ongoing research to develop suitable scale-aware mesoscale237

eddy parameterizations (e.g., Jansen & Held, 2014). Both models, however, include a238

parameterization for the restratification effects of submesoscale eddies. The strength of239

this parameterization differs slightly between the two models, with ESM4 being tuned240

to have slightly stronger restratification from submesoscale eddies (Dunne et al., 2020;241

Adcroft et al., 2019).242

While ESM4 retains most of the baseline configuration of CM4, viscosity was en-243

hanced in the SO (up to 2000 m2 s−1) to maintain the propagation of ventilated waters244

away from the Antarctic continent (Dunne et al., 2020). This modification suggests that245

the interior mixing term is crucial in understanding potential differences in ESM4 and246

CM4 regarding the meridional overturning and ventilation in the SO. Both CM4 and ESM4247

employ the SIS2.0 sea ice model with five thickness layers and the same horizontal grid248

spacing as their MOM6 configuration. As detailed by (Dunne et al., 2020), ESM4 has249

higher sea ice and snow-on-glacier albedos compared to CM4, which serve to maintain250

a surface climate in ESM4 more appropriate for the representation of coastal polynyas251

around Antarctica, and in turn to prevent unrealistic subsurface heat build up ((see also252

Delworth et al., 2020).253

Other important differences between the models relate to the representation of aerosols254

and atmospheric chemistry, which can influence the simulated ventilation in the SO (Dunne255

et al., 2020). For example, atmospheric sea salt is approximately five times higher in CM4256

than in ESM4, leading to reduced cloud cover in the latter model. Ozone, which deter-257

mines the strength of the polar vortex, is interactive in ESM4 but prescribed in CM4.258

The representation of sulfate aerosols, which increase the amount of incident shortwave259

radiation over the SO, also differs between the models, with ESM4 parameterizing sul-260

fate explicitly while CM4 does so implicitly. The interested reader may refer to Table261

1 in (Dunne et al., 2020) for further details on comparing the CM4 and ESM4 models.262

2.2 Experimental Design263

We investigated the steady-state connections between WMT, MOC, and ocean ven-264

tilation in the SO and their transient response to idealized freshwater and wind stress265

perturbations. The perturbation experiments are designed to represent the increased melt-266

ing of the Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) and an increase and poleward shift of the South-267

ern Hemisphere westerlies projected to occur near the middle of the twenty-first century268

under a high emissions scenario (Beadling et al., 2022; DeConto & Pollard, 2016; Gre-269

gory et al., 2016). The four experiments analyzed in this study include (1) the previously270

spun-up pre-industrial control (piControl) simulation contributed to CMIP6 (Eyring et271

al., 2016) (referred to hereafter as Control), (2) an experiment with a 0.1 Sv freshwa-272

ter perturbation entering at the Antarctic coast (referred to hereafter as Antwater), (3)273

an experiment imposing zonal and meridional wind stress perturbations (referred to here-274
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after as Stress), and (4) an experiment that simultaneously imposes the freshwater and275

momentum perturbations (referred to as AntwaterStress). All perturbation experiments276

branch from each model’s Control integration. The experiments in this study are iden-277

tical to those described in Beadling et al. (2022) and readers are referred to the exper-278

imental design described therein, but we summarize several key points here.279

In Antwater, a constant meltwater flux enters the ocean surface at sea surface tem-280

perature (SST) within a 1° latitude band extending from the Antarctic coast in regions281

of observed ice shelf melting (Paolo et al., 2015). Thus, freshwater forcing is not spatially282

uniform, but applied in regions where ice shelf mass loss is prevalent (i.e, the majority283

enters along the West Antarctic Peninsula and the West Antarctic continental shelf). The284

total freshwater transport from ice shelf melt is scaled to 0.1 Sv, which corresponds to285

the magnitude of the total meltwater flux from the AIS near mid-century (year 2037)286

as projected from recent dynamic ice-sheet model simulations under the CMIP5 Rep-287

resentative Concentration Pathway 8.5 Scenario (RCP8.5) (DeConto & Pollard, 2016).288

Under RCP8.5, atmospheric CO2 concentrations are approximately doubled near the mid-289

dle of the 21st century relative to preindustrial (Riahi et al., 2011). Thus, the 0.1 Sv mag-290

nitude pairs well with the Flux-Anomaly-Forced Model Intercomparison Project (FAFMIP)291

wind stress perturbations (Gregory et al., 2016) described below which are derived from292

projected changes at the time of CO2 doubling.293

The Stress experiment imposes global perturbations in the zonal and meridional294

momentum flux (i.e., wind stress) at the ocean surface, which directly corresponds to295

the ”faf-stress” perturbation described in Gregory et al. (2016). Relative to their Con-296

trol fields, these perturbations result in an 8-9% increase in the strength of the maxi-297

mum zonal-mean wind stress over the SO and a ∼1° poleward shift in CM4 and ESM4.298

In FAFMIP, these perturbations are derived from the projected changes that occur at299

the time of CO2 doubling (response centered on years 51-70) in 1pctCO2 simulations from300

an ensemble mean of 13 CMIP5 models (Gregory et al., 2016).301

The AntwaterStress experiment imposes the Antwater and Stress perturbations si-302

multaneously. Both the Stress and AntwaterStress experiments follow the CMIP6 FAFMIP303

protocol, which prescribes isolated surface flux perturbations to characterize a model’s304

response to surface forcings projected under a doubling of atmospheric CO2 relative to305

pre-industrial conditions (Gregory et al., 2016). Following Beadling et al. (2022), our Antwa-306

terStress experiment uses the same protocol as ”Antwater-Stress” described in FAFMIP.307

However, we omit the dash, ”-”, to avoid misinterpretation as ”Antwater minus Stress”.308

The Antwater experiment applies the same freshwater forcing as AntwaterStress, but does309

not include the wind stress perturbation.310

Three ensemble members branching from the corresponding Control integration were311

performed for each perturbation experiment, each with a simulation length of 70 model312

years. Given the documented multidecadal to centennial scale variability that charac-313

terizes the SO piControl state in both models (Held et al., 2019; Dunne et al., 2020), the314

response to each perturbation can be dependent on the underlying ocean state at the315

time of experiment initialization (i.e., piControl branch point). The internal variability316

is largely derived from deep convective events associated with open ocean polynyas in317

the Ross and Weddell Seas and has been documented in other versions of GFDL mod-318

els (e.g., Zhang et al., 2017, 2019, 2021, 2022). Thus, the branch points for each ensem-319

ble member were strategically selected in relation to the life cycle of the polynya events320

– i.e. the oceanic heat build-up, release, and recovery phases – in order to capture dif-321

ferent aspects of SO variability internal to the control runs.322

To ensure a robust signal with minimal influence from internal variability, when323

assessing the response, we compute differences relative to a 100-year period in the Con-324

trol integration that overlaps with the time period of each model’s ensemble members.325

Unless otherwise noted, analysis is done on the ensemble mean, with which the response326
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to the perturbation is evaluated by subtracting the 100-year Control mean from the last327

20 years of each perturbation experiment (average of years 51 to 70).328

In CM4, we selected a time period spanning simulation years 251 to 400, with a329

polynya event occurring near year 330 in the Ross Sea. The three ensemble members branch330

from years 251 (∼70 years before the polynya), 290 (∼40 years before the polynya), and331

332 (during the polynya). The 100-year time period of the Control run to compare to332

the perturbation runs is from simulation years 281 to 380. In ESM4, polynyas are more333

frequent compared to CM4 (occurring at years 110 and 215 in the Ross Sea and year 240334

in the Weddell Sea). The three ensemble members branch from years 101 (10 years be-335

fore a polynya), 151 (50 years after and 65 years before a polynya), and year 201 (10 years336

before a polynya). These branch points correspond to the same branch points used for337

the CMIP6 historical simulations for ESM4 (Dunne et al., 2020). The 100-year time pe-338

riod of the Control run to compare to the perturbation runs is from simulation year 121339

to 220.340

2.3 The WMT framework341

This study uses the WMT framework to investigate how the SO deep water masses342

respond to changes in surface buoyancy fluxes. The WMT framework was initially put343

forward by Walin (1982) to describe the relationship between surface heat fluxes and in-344

terior ocean circulation. A series of studies further refined the framework to include the345

effect of haline-driven buoyancy forcing (e.g., Tziperman, 1986; Speer & Tziperman, 1992),346

to apply it to specific regions such as the North Atlantic (e.g., Marsh, 2000; Bryan et347

al., 2006; Grist et al., 2009, 2012, 2014) or Southern Ocean (e.g., Marsh et al., 2000), as348

well as account for the role of interior mixing (e.g., Nurser et al., 1999; Iudicone et al.,349

2008). We refer interested readers to Groeskamp et al. (2019) for a comprehensive overview350

of past studies in WMT and details of how WMT is derived from diapycnal processes.351

The methodology is summarized below using the same concepts and notation presented352

in Groeskamp et al. (2019), but focused on the SO, using potential density referenced353

at 2000 dbar (σ2) to classify SO water masses.354

A volume budget in isopycnal space can be defined in which the volume (V ) be-355

low an isopycnal surface (S) for an arbitrary chosen density is controlled by a balance356

between diapycnal volume transports due to WMT and meridional volume transports357

due to the SO MOC. This budget is schematically represented in Figure 1 for the zonally-358

integrated SO. We define the northern boundary of the SO at a given latitude ϕ, in this359

case ϕ=30°S, in line with the majority of previous water mass analyses in models (e.g.,360

Downes et al., 2011) and observational data (e.g., Talley, 2008, 2013). The rate of change361

in the volume below the S interface and south of ϕ=30°S, dV/dt, is equal to the total362

WMT south of ϕ=30°S (G) and the overturning in density space at ϕ=30°S (ψ):363

dV

dt
= G+ ψ. (1)364

The equation above defines a volume balance in the WMT framework, distinguishing over-365

turning at the northern boundary of the Southern Ocean (ψ) from the total transfor-366

mation (G) and the storage change (dV/dt) within the Southern Ocean. By convention,367

a positive (negative) dV/dt denotes an inflation (deflation) of the layer volume. If G is368

positive (negative), seawaters are being densified (lightened), crossing S to denser (lighter)369

classes and thus adding (removing) volume to the region denser than S. Similarly, pos-370

itive (negative) ψ denotes integrated volume import (export) across the northern bound-371

ary (ϕ=30°S), adding (removing) volume to the region denser than the S interface. At372

any density, the import (export) and formation (destruction) of a water mass can be cal-373

culated as the negative (positive) difference in density space of the three terms in equa-374

tion (1).375
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Figure 1. Schematic of the isopycnal volume budget for the zonally-integrated SO. The

volume below a given isopycnal surface (S) and poleward of latitude, ϕ, is controlled by three

general mechanisms. (1) The surface WMT (Gsrf ) arising from the surface buoyancy fluxes that

leads to movement of the isopycnal layer interface, S, thus altering the volume of fluid within the

layer. (2) Interior WMT (Gint), arising from the volume flux across S by diapycnal mixing. (3)

The isopycnal overturning circulation at latitude ϕ (ψ), representing the volume transport across

ϕ and below S. Our convention is such that ψ > 0 reflects the integrated transport of water away

from the region south of ϕ.

Diagnostically, we estimate the volume time tendency, dV/dt, by computing the376

temporal derivative of ocean model grid-cell volume mapped into isopycnal space. The377

integrated transport, ψ, is defined as the isopycnal overturning at latitude ϕ and derived378

from the SO MOC streamfunction, Ψ, which is calculated as379

Ψ(ϕ, σ2) =

∫ σ2

σmax
2

∫
x

v(x, ϕ, σ′
2) dx dσ

′
2 (2a)380

ψ(σ2) ≡ Ψ(ϕ = 30°S, σ2), (2b)381

where v is the meridional transport defined at each longitude (x), latitude (ϕ) and den-382

sity (σ2), comprising both resolved and eddy-induced components. Ψ is calculated by383

integrating v from the densest isopycnal (σmax) to the given σ2, using zero bottom con-384

dition at σmax and assuming monotonically increasing σ2 with depth. Thus, ψ in Fig-385

ure 1 represents the cumulatively summed volume transport (with units Sv = 106 m3 s−1)386

across ϕ and below S. Note that both the ocean grid-cell volume and the meridional trans-387

ports need to be defined in isopycnal coordinates (here σ2) instead of geopotential co-388

ordinates to be compatible with the WMT framework, which then has the advantage of389

directly linking water mass characteristics (i.e., σ2 range) with processes that lead to the390

formation or destruction of water masses (e.g., Stewart & Thompson, 2015; Newsom et391

al., 2016; Groeskamp et al., 2019). Since both CM4 and ESM4 are run with MOM6, we392

leveraged its online remapping capability to output the grid-cell volume for 35 isopyc-393

nal layers in ρ2 space, spanning 997 to 1039 kg m3 (ρ2 = σ2+1000 kg m−3, units hence-394

forth dropped). Using the isopycnal volume and transports directly from the model’s di-395

agnostic output has the advantage of minimizing any errors associated with time-averaging396

when binning the grid-cell volume from depth to density space offline (Adcroft et al., 2019).397

Using online-calculated isopycnal volumes requires evaluation of all terms in Equation (1)398

in σ2 space. This approach avoids errors due to time averaging by capturing nonlinear399
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correlation and allows us to use annually averaged diagnostics of isopycnal transport and400

grid-cell volume. Furthermore, σ2 is shown to closely follow neutral density surfaces (Lee401

& Coward, 2003).402

Following (Groeskamp et al., 2019), G is calculated from the integrated material403

time tendencies of σ2:404

G =
∂

∂σ2

∫∫∫
V

Dσ2
Dt

dV. (3)405

In Figure 1, G is decomposed into WMT due to surface forcing (Gsrf ) and interior di-406

abatic processes (Gint). The surface transformation term Gsrf is evaluated based on knowl-407

edge of the surface buoyancy fluxes. In this study, we calculated Gsrf by integrating the408

surface density flux (Fsrf ) over the area of the isopycnal outcrop (A):409

Gsrf =
∂

∂σ2

∫∫
A

Fsrf (x, ϕ) dA. (4)410

Using discrete σ2 classes, based on specific bin widths (here we use a constant bin size411

of ∆σ2 = 0.05 kg m−3), Equation (4) gives the volume transport across each σ2 class412

due to Fsrf . In turn, Fsrf is calculated from surface heat (FQ), salt (FS) and freshwa-413

ter (Qm) fluxes414

Fsrf = − α

Cp
FQ + β [FS −Qm SSS)], (5)415

where Cp is the specific heat capacity of seawater, SSS the sea surface salinity; α and416

β are the thermal expansion and haline contraction coefficients, respectively.417

All terms in Equation (5) are common diagnostic model outputs and defined for418

the top-most model grid layer (z ≈ 2 m) as monthly averages. In contrast, the inte-419

rior transformation term, Gint, arises from tendencies associated with interior mixing420

processes, which are often not available in standard model output. Therefore, as in pre-421

vious studies (e.g., Downes et al., 2011; Newsom et al., 2016; Cerovečki et al., 2013), we422

infer Gint using the relationship in Equation (1), such that423

Gint =
dV

dt
− ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸

total WMT

−Gsrf . (6)424

That is, we explicitly diagnose the total WMT, dV/dt−ψ, as well as the surface trans-425

formation, Gsrf , while Gint is inferred. By recognizing that G = Gsrf+Gint, any dif-426

ference between Gsrf and the total WMT G is ascribed to the WMT due to interior pro-427

cesses, Gint, as per equation (6). Although Gint mostly represents WMT due to mix-428

ing in the interior ocean, we note that WMT due to shortwave penetration (Groeskamp429

& Iudicone, 2018) and geothermal heat flux (Davies, 2013) are also accounted for in the430

Gint term.431

3 Results432

3.1 Meridional overturning circulation433

3.1.1 Mean-state representation434

The SO MOC, as represented by the zonally integrated streamfunction, Ψ from equa-435

tion (2a), is similar among the CM4 and ESM4 control runs in terms of overall struc-436

ture and strengths of the different circulation cells (Figure 2). The two models are over-437

all consistent with other studies such as Döös and Webb (1994), Hirst and McDougall438

(1998), Farneti et al. (2015), Newsom et al. (2016), Cessi (2019), and Urakawa et al. (2020).439

Notably, we here see a lower cell of counterclockwise circulation (negative Ψ for σ2 >440

36.8), upper cell of clockwise circulation (positive Ψ between 36.8 > σ2 > 35.5) and441

counterclockwise subtropical cell (negative Ψ for σ2 > 35.5).442
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Table 1. Circumpolar mean density ranges in σ2, volume transports at 30°S, surface and

interior formation south of at 30°S for key Southern Ocean water masses in CM4 and ESM4:

thermocline water (TW), Subantarctic Mode Water (SAMW), Antarctic Intermediate Water

(AAIW), Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) and Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). Note that

in the circumpolar mean, North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) is considered part of the CDW.

Note that the uncertainties in transports and formation are presented as ± 1 standard deviations

derived from the annual means over the given 100-year time periods.

Model Water mass σ2 range (kg m−3-1000) Vol. transp. (Sv) Surf. form. (Sv) Int. form. (Sv)

CM4

TW σ2 < 35.60 0.3 ± 2.0 7.5 ± 3.2 -7.0 ± 4.0
SAMW 35.60 ≤ σ2 < 36.10 12.7 ± 1.1 13.7 ± 4.3 -1.3 ± 4.9
AAIW 36.10 ≤ σ2 < 36.60 7.0 ± 1.2 -8.7 ± 5.3 13.5 ± 6.2
CDW 36.60 ≤ σ2 < 37.06 -24.2 ± 1.9 -23.2 ± 3.7 2.1 ± 5.0
AABW σ2 ≥ 37.06 7.5 ± 1.9 10.7 ± 1.5 -6.4 ± 3.8

ESM4

TW σ2 < 35.20 -6.1 ± 2.5 -8.0 ± 3.7 1.9 ± 4.0
SAMW 35.20 ≤ σ2 < 35.60 12.0 ± 2.0 8.9 ± 3.8 4.1 ± 3.8
AAIW 35.60 ≤ σ2 < 36.50 5.2 ± 1.5 15.6 ± 5.8 -9.0 ± 5.8
CDW 36.50 ≤ σ2 < 37.03 -20.8 ± 2.3 -24.0 ± 3.8 3.3 ± 7.0
AABW σ2 ≥ 37.03 8.0 ± 1.7 7.5 ± 1.2 0.6 ± 6.3

In both models, the lower cell is constrained to a narrow density range at around443

σ2 = 37± 0.1, which resembles the lower limb overturning associated with the forma-444

tion and transport of AABW. The lower limb circulation strength can be quantified as445

the minimum of Ψ within the subpolar range of the lower cell south of 55°S (Newsom446

et al., 2016). In both models, the minimum in Ψ is located at around 65°S with values447

of -19.3±2.7 Sv and -18.2±3.0 Sv for CM4 and ESM4, respectively. Based on the min-448

imum of the 100-mean Ψ, CM4 has a slightly greater lower cell strength compared to ESM4,449

but this difference is not significant given that both estimates lie within their year-to-450

year variability (based on the standard deviation of annual means).451

The export of AABW at 30°S is similar between the two models (7.5 ± 1.9 and 8.0452

± 1.7 Sv in CM4 and ESM4, respectively; Table 1). When reprojecting the isopycnal over-453

turning to depth space, we can see that the lower counterclockwise circulation cell oc-454

cupies most of the subpolar SO with the minimum occurring at around 1000-1500 m depth455

(Figure 2c,d). Based on the zonal mean density structure (green contours in Figure 2c,d),456

waters associated with the lower limb overturning are denser in CM4 equatorward of 50°S457

(based on the height of the 37.0 isopycnal). However, the deep subpolar SO south of 50°S458

is denser in ESM4 compared to CM4 (based on the height of the 37.1 isopycnal).459

The southward flow of the lower cell consists of NADW and lower CDW, which en-460

ter the SO and are upwelled in the subpolar latitudes (50-60°S) where they are trans-461

formed to either lighter intermediate water masses (AAIW and SAMW) or denser bot-462

tom water (AABW). NADW flowing into the SO at 30°S is slightly stronger in CM4 (20.7463

± 0.9 Sv) than in ESM4 (18.8 ± 0.8 Sv). The volume transport of CDW across the Indo-464

Pacific at 30°S is 3.6 ± 1.6 Sv in CM4 and 1.5 ± 2.1 Sv in ESM4, yielding a total CDW465

import at 30°S of 24.3 ± 1.9 Sv in CM4 and 20.3 ± 2.3 Sv in ESM4 (Table 1). The trans-466

formation of these deep ocean water masses to lighter intermediate water masses com-467

prises the upper overturning cell, which occurs over a much wider density range (35 <468

σ2 < 37) and is situated north of 60°S at 500-2000 m depth. The total export of in-469

termediate waters at 30°S are 19.7 Sv ± 1.6 Sv in CM4 and 17.2 Sv ± 1.7 Sv in ESM4470

(Table 1). The smaller transports in ESM4 are consistent with a slightly weaker upper471

overturning cell in ESM4 compared to CM4 (Figure 2) with the northward transport of472

intermediate water masses being extended to lighter densities. Possibly related is the anti-473

clockwise cell in the upper SO between 40-60°S which is more pronounced in CM4.474
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Figure 2. Overturning streamfunction (Ψ) in the Southern Ocean (south of 10°S) in the

CM4 (0.25°) and ESM4 (0.5°) Control runs time-averaged over 100-year periods (model years

0281-0380 for CM4 and 0121-0220 for ESM4). Overturning circulation is presented in terms of

volume transport (1 Sv = 106 m3s−1). Upper panels (a) and (b) show overturning circulation

along surfaces of constant density (i.e., isopycnal overturning). Density space is presented in

potential density referenced to 2000 dbar (σ2) and here shown over the range 34 to 37.5 kg m3,

which comprise the density range found in the SO (south of 30°S). Lower panels (c) and (d) show

overturning circulation as a function of zonal mean depth of the σ2 surfaces. We also present

some zonal mean potential density contours (green contours) for context. In all panels, positive

Ψ (red shading) indicates clockwise circulation and negative Ψ (blue shading) indicates counter-

clockwise circulation. Black contours represent the streamfunction in 5 Sv increments and outline

the different overturning cells.
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Despite these differences, both models agree fairly well with the overall represen-475

tation of SO overturning. Based on a transport balance across 30°S, in both models the476

majority of the southward flowing CDW is transformed to intermediate waters with a477

smaller part transformed to AABW. This transformation matches with estimates by Downes478

et al. (2011) which evaluated SO water masses in previous generations of GFDL climate479

models. Although it is not the focus of this study, we note the consistent counterclock-480

wise circulation of the subtropical cell between the two models. This circulation is pre-481

dominant north of 40°S for the lightest densities (σ2 < 35) and is constrained to the482

upper 500 m.483

3.1.2 Changes in response to wind and Antarctic melt perturbations484

In Figure 3 we present the response in the SO MOC as anomalies of Ψ based on485

the final 20 years of the Stress, Antwater, and AntwaterStress experiments. The anoma-486

lies are calculated from the average over years 51-70 in the three-member ensemble mean487

of each perturbation minus the 100-year average of the Control run evaluated in the pre-488

vious section. Both CM4 and ESM4 show distinct changes in Ψ in response to each per-489

turbation. By far the greatest changes occur in the high density ranges corresponding490

to the lower cell, with smaller changes seen in the upper cell. As described in Section 2.2,491

initializations vary between the three ensemble members, such that anomalies due to in-492

ternal variability are largely averaged out in the ensemble mean so that changes seen in493

Figure 3 can be considered robust for the given perturbation.494

The Stress perturbation leads to a clear strengthening of the lower limb circula-495

tion. This strengthening is seen as negative anomalies in Figure 3, which means that the496

lower cell becomes more negative in the perturbation experiments. In the case of CM4,497

the minimum in Ψ over the subpolar range is not significantly different from the con-498

trol run (-20.0±3.8 Sv compared to -19.3 Sv in the Control), but the subpolar cell be-499

comes more negative further equatorward (Figure 3). In the case of ESM4, we see a strength-500

ening of ∼2 Sv (from -18.2 Sv in the Control to -20.4±0.3 Sv) (Note that the ± stan-501

dard deviation range for the perturbation experiments is based on the variability within502

the three ensembles, while the ± standard deviation range of the Control is based on the503

year-to-year variability over the 100-year period). The more striking change in Stress is504

a shift of the lower cell towards more negative values (by 3 to 6 Sv) north of the min-505

imum (north of 60°S), which indicates that the lower cell becomes more extensive and506

stronger outside of the subpolar SO. This shift is more pronounced in ESM4 compared507

to CM4. Compared to this large change in the lower cell, there is a small reduction in508

the upper cell strength in ESM4 (defined as the maximum in Ψ for 36.7 < σ2 < 35.5),509

where the maximum Ψ in ESM4 declines by ∼2 Sv (from 13.0 Sv to 11.2±0.7 Sv). There510

is no noticeable change in the upper circulation cell in the case of CM4. The relatively511

small changes in the upper circulation cell suggests compensatory effects mediated by512

eddy fluxes (Farneti et al., 2010; Farneti & Delworth, 2010; Farneti & Gent, 2011; Gent513

& Danabasoglu, 2011). Based on analysis focusing on the difference between the ocean514

components of the two coupled models (Adcroft et al., 2019), it is inferred that CM4 ex-515

hibits a more eddy compensated response compared to ESM4.516

The Antwater perturbation leads to a weaker lower limb circulation in both mod-517

els, seen as positive anomalies for σ2 greater than 36.7. The bottom cell strength in CM4518

reduces by 50% (from -19.3 Sv to -9.8±1.4 Sv). In the case of ESM4, the minimum Ψ519

in the bottom cell reduces by 36% (from -18.2 Sv to -11.7±0.8 Sv). Thus, the impact520

of Antarctic ice shelf melting on bottom cell strength is greater in CM4 compared to ESM4,521

reducing by 9.5 Sv in CM4 and only by 6.5 Sv in ESM4. The weakening in the lower limb522

overturning is strongest in the subpolar region, but the reduction can be seen at all lat-523

itudes of the SO (Figure 3). On the other hand, Antwater leads to a slight strengthen-524

ing of the upper limb overturning. The maximum Ψ in the upper cell increases by 21%525

(from 16.8 Sv to 20.3±0.3 Sv) in CM4, and by 12% (from 13.0 Sv to 14.6±0.4 Sv) in ESM4.526
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Figure 3. Anomaly in isopycnal overturning (Ψ) in CM4 (left) and ESM4 (right) in Stress

(top row), Antwater (middle row) and AntwaterStress (bottom row). Anomalies are calculated

from a 20-year mean (year 51-70) of each experiment minus the 100-year mean of the correspond-

ing Control. The anomalies are given by the color shading, while the contours denote Ψ in the

corresponding control run (100-yr mean) with intervals of 5 Sv.
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The isopycnal overturning over the last 20 years of each perturbation is remapped527

to depth space along with the zonal mean density (Figure 4), which reveals substantial528

changes in the shape of the lower overturning in the experiments. In Stress, the over-529

turning shape is roughly maintained, but with a pronounced lengthening towards lower530

latitudes. In response to the Antwater perturbation, the lower-limb overturning is almost531

completely shut off and confined to greater depths in CM4, while in ESM4, the circu-532

lation becomes shallower and more vertical. The strengthening of the bottom overturn-533

ing in the Stress experiment is also accompanied by densification of the deep subpolar534

SO. In both CM4 and ESM4, enhanced and poleward shifted winds lead to an upward535

displacement of the 37.1 σ2 isopycnal, which indicates more dense water production in536

response to the wind perturbation. Conversely, the increase in Antarctic melting causes537

a clear contraction of the isopycnal representing the upper bound of the bottom over-538

turning cell (σ2 = 37.0). The downward displacement of the 37.0 σ2 isopycnal is about539

the same between CM4 and ESM4. However, in the subpolar latitude range (south of540

60°S), there is more lightening apparent in CM4 compared to ESM4, which is in line with541

the stronger decline in the bottom overturning in CM4.542

The analysis of the combined forcing of Antarctic meltwater and wind stress changes543

(AntwaterStress), reveals that freshening is the dominant effect, as the changes in Ψ seen544

in AntwaterStress are almost identical to those found in Antwater alone (Figure 3 and 4);545

the minimum (CM4: -11.4±0.6 Sv, ESM4: -14.1±1.8 Sv) and maximum of Ψ (CM4: 21.2±0.3 Sv,546

ESM4: 14.7±0.3 Sv) in AntwaterStress are very similar to those in Antwater. Given the547

stronger effect of wind stress on lower limb overturning in ESM4, one can detect the in-548

fluence of this wind perturbation in the AntwaterStress of ESM4, mostly as a smaller549

reduction of the bottom cell compared to Antwater (Figures 3).550

The impact of AIS melting and enhanced wind stress on the SO MOC are consis-551

tent with the meridional transport across 30°S (Table 2). The two models show compa-552

rable responses where AABW transport is reduced when Antarctic melting is included553

in the perturbation, while changes in wind stress alone leads to AABW export increases.554

Perturbations affect the deep waters flowing into the SO in the same manner as they im-555

pact the outflow of bottom waters, consistent with the notion of these two water masses556

constituting lower limb overturning. However, the change in volume transport is not as557

strong for the deep water masses (NADW, CDW) compared to the change seen in AABW558

outflow. Antwater (AntwaterStress) show reductions in bottom water outflow of -4.2 Sv559

(-4.8 Sv) and -3.7 Sv (-4.0 Sv) in CM4 and ESM4, respectively. On the other hand, the560

inflow of deep waters into the SO reduces only by 0.9 Sv (0.7 Sv) and 2.0 Sv (2.1 Sv),561

respectively. In the case of the Stress experiment, the AABW outflow increases by 2.8562

and 4.8 Sv, which is comparable to the increases in CDW inflows by 3.0 Sv and 2.6 Sv563

in CM4 and ESM4, respectively.564

The inflowing deep waters reduce not as much as the outflowing bottom water in565

Antwater and AntwaterStress. Presumably this is related to how the shape of the over-566

turning changes, in which the inflow of NADW/CDW is maintained due to unchanged567

wind forcing, but the water mass transformation south of 30°S shifts to more lighten-568

ing during subpolar freshening. This enhanced lightening of upwelled CDW is consis-569

tent with an overall increased outflow of intermediate water masses (AAIW/SAMW) from570

the SO (especially in the Atlantic basin) in the Antwater and AntwaterStress experiments571

(Table 2). Thus, enhanced freshening leads to a decline of the lower limb, associated with572

reduced northward AABW and southward NADW/CDW transport across 30°S, while573

the formation of lighter intermediate waters are increased, corresponding to a stronger574

AAIW/SAMW outflow and strengthening of the upper-cell.575

It is notable that differences in the response to freshwater forcing between the two576

models are largely confined to the Southern Ocean (Figure 3). At 30°S, both models show577

broadly consistent changes both in magnitude and density distribution of the overturn-578

ing (see Table 2). Observational estimates of the lower cell overturning strength and its579
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Figure 4. Isopycnal overturning reprojected to depth space for CM4 (left) and ESM4 (right).

Colors represent the streamfunction of the 20-year mean in Stress (top), Antwater, (middle) and

AntwaterStress (bottom), while the thin black contours denote the mean streamfunction of the

100-year period of the Control. Both filled and line contours are plotted with intervals of 5 Sv.

The green contours denote the σ2 isopycnals in the 20-year mean of the perturbation run, while

the thicker solid black contours denote the σ2 isopycnals in the 100-year mean Control period.

changes over time are commonly derived via inverse methods at the northern boundary580

of the Southern Ocean (e.g., Sloyan & Rintoul, 2001; Lumpkin & Speer, 2007; Talley et581

al., 2003; Talley, 2008). The possibility that substantively distinct responses of AABW582

and the overturning circulation within the Southern Ocean can give rise to the same change583

in overturning at its northern boundary, presents a challenge to interpretation of the lower584

cell response. Consequently, we turn our attention to the layer-wise mass budget at 30°S,585

making use of the WMT framework (Section 3.2) to decipher the balance of processes586

giving rise to the derived changes in each model.587

3.2 Balance between water mass transformation, storage change and MOC588

at 30°S589

The impact of both the wind and Antarctic meltwater perturbation are most pro-590

nounced in the lower cell of the SO MOC. The two perturbations have opposite effects,591
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where enhanced and poleward shifted winds strengthen the lower cell whereas increased592

AIS melting weakens it. Contrasting the changes in the SO MOC seen in the Stress and593

Antwater experiments with the AntwaterStress experiment, it is clear that the increased594

melting from the AIS dominates the wind stress perturbation. To understand the im-595

pact of enhanced AIS melting on the lower limb MOC, it is necessary to evaluate the role596

of surface forcing and interior processes in the transient response. For this purpose, we597

apply the WMT framework (Figure 1) to compare changes in the surface and interior598

processes contributing to the circulation response that was observed in the previous Sec-599

tion. In this Section, we compare the balance between overturning at 30°S and processes600

integrated south of 30°S. Given the dominant role of AIS melting, we focus on the Antwa-601

ter experiment relative to the Control in both CM4 and ESM4. Furthermore, since the602

changes are mostly seen in the lower limb circulation, we focus on the AABW and CDW603

density ranges (σ2 > 36.6).604

3.2.1 Mean-state representation605

As described in Section 2.3 (and shown schematically in Figure 1), a volume bal-606

ance in density coordinates is defined south of 30°S. Due to volume conservation, the change607

in volume below a given isopycnal (dV/dt) must equal the total WMT (G) across that608

isopycnal integrated south of 30°S and the overturning circulation along that isopycnal609

at 30°S (ψ) (see equation (1)). As noted in Section 2.3, G is decomposed into a surface610

(i.e, WMT due to surface buoyancy fluxes; Gsrf ) and interior term (i.e, WMT due to611

interior diapycnal fluxes; Gint), where the interior component is calculated from Equa-612

tion (6). Figure 5a and b shows the balance of all these terms in σ2 space, evaluated over613

the 100-year time means from the CM4 and ESM4 control experiments (see Section 2.2614

for details of the chosen time periods). For a given σ2 value, ψ is the volume transport615

at 30°S, the G terms represent volume flux across the isopycnal and dV/dt the storage616

change integrated over all denser layers. To further assist interpretation, Figure 5c,d show617

the discrete difference of these terms between density surfaces, which corresponds to their618

balance within each isopycnal layer. Note that the negative of ψ is plotted in Figure 5,619

so that the outflow of AABW at 30°S is positive.620

Indicated by the similarity between the two model’s overturning streamfunctions621

(Figure 2), ψ is very similar over the CDW and AABW density range (Figure 5a,b). The622

upper density bound of AABW varies slightly between CM4 and ESM4, but roughly lines623

up with the inflection points of ψ. In both models, the maximum in −ψ, which corre-624

sponds to the total export of AABW at 30°S, lines up with the CDW-AABW interface625

at σ2 ≈ 37.05. Looking at this density, representing the upper edge of the AABW, we626

can see that ψ arises mostly as a balance between Gsrf and Gint. In CM4, there is a small627

negative tendency in dV/dt indicating a persistent model drift acting to deflate the bot-628

tom waters south of 30°S.629

The two models show consistent patterns of Gsrf in the CDW density range (Fig-630

ure 5,c,d). Negative transformation of water lighter than ∼36.8 and positive transfor-631

mation for denser water results in a divergence of water in this density range (36.5 <632

σ2 < 37.0) – that is, overall destruction of this water mass due to surface forcing, as633

seen in the negative values of the ∆Gsrf bars in panels c and d. In both models, inte-634

rior mixing (Gint; green dashed line) acts to make water lighter in all density layers (seen635

as consistently negative values), except the very lightest layers in ESM4. Although the636

shape and magnitude of Gint varies between the models, its overall imprint in the CDW637

range – destroying water in the densest layers while forming water in lighter layers – is638

broadly consistent (green bars in panels c and d).639

The shape of the overturning streamfunction (ψ) broadly matches that of the sur-640

face transformation (Gsrf ), implying that CDW brought southward at 30°S is mostly641

destroyed by surface forcing. The differential pattern of interior mixing across water masses642
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(Gint) acts to shift the inflowing water to a lighter density range prior to destruction at643

the surface (seen most clearly in Figure 5 c and d). It is notable that although the char-644

acter of Gsrf differs between models, psi is markedly similar in both shape and magni-645

tude, indicating a compensatory balance between transformations due to surface forc-646

ing and interior mixing. An example is seen in the densest layers of CDW where ESM4647

shows no destruction via surface forcing, with everything lost via mixing (Figure 5d),648

whereas both mixing and surface forcing balance the inflow in CM4 (with the remain-649

ing difference between the models explained by the transient storage). While it is true650

that, because Gint is inferred as a residual, it must be compensatory in some sense, our651

careful evaluation of the layer-wise balance shows that these differences between the mod-652

els can only be explained by interior processes (see Methods, Section 2.3).653

The positive Gsrf at the high-end densities represents transformation to denser wa-654

ters (i.e., densification) by surface buoyancy fluxes. Overall, Gint is negative over the rel-655

evant density range, which suggests that interior diapycnal mixing transforms waters to656

lighter density classes (i.e., lightening) and mostly compensates Gsrf . With Gsrf becom-657

ing subsequently smaller for σ2 > 37, water is converging at the highest densities lead-658

ing to surface-forced formation (Figure 5 c and d). In both models, we see that Gint re-659

moves any water masses denser than 37.2 and reduces and constrains the surface-formed660

AABW water mass to a narrower density range (σ2 = 37.1-37.2), which is the densest661

water exported at 30°S (Figure 2). Furthermore, as in the CDW range described above,662

any differences in Gsrf between the two models are accommodated by the same differ-663

ences in Gint. For example, the greater values of Gsrf at σ2 = 37.0 in CM4 (12.3 Sv664

versus 9.4 Sv in ESM4) is accompanied by a greater compensation by Gint, such that665

total ψ is roughly 8 Sv for both. Thus, in CM4 more surface-forced dense water is de-666

stroyed by lightening through mixing processes as compared to ESM4.667

The black dotted and dashed line in Figure 5a,b denote the thermal (i.e., surface668

heating and cooling) and haline (i.e., surface freshening and salinification) contributions669

to Gsrf , respectively. From this decomposition it is clear that surface densification is pri-670

marily driven by the haline term, which in turn arises mainly from brine-rejection dur-671

ing sea ice formation over the Antarctic shelf (grey dash-dotted line). This process is con-672

sistent with previous studies using numerical models (e.g., Moorman et al., 2020), ocean673

reanalysis (Abernathey et al., 2016) and observation-based estimates (Pellichero et al.,674

2018). At the highest densities, Gsrf in both models agree, with CM4 showing a greater675

maximum centered at a slightly higher density than ESM4. This difference in total WMT676

comes from the greater transformation in the haline component, because at this density677

range the net impact of surface forcing is densification due to brine rejection. Thus, the678

impact of sea ice formation in the surface WMT is slightly greater in CM4 compared to679

ESM4.680

The fact that dV/dt is small in absolute terms confirms that the models are in a681

quasi-steady state in the control run, where changes in the volume of any density layer682

are negligible over the long term (100 years). The only exception to a true steady state683

is at the boundary between AABW and CDW, where we see a nonzero trend in volume.684

This trend reflects the long-term (centennial to millennial) drifts in bottom waters com-685

monly seen in coupled climate models (Gupta et al., 2013; Irving et al., 2021). The drift686

is stronger in CM4, where dV/dt is -2.9 Sv at σ2 = 37.05, compared to -1.4 Sv at σ2 =687

36.95 in ESM4. In both models, the drift is constrained to the upper bound of the AABW,688

which suggests potential bias in bottom waters over centennial scales. Nonetheless, dV/dt689

is much smaller (within 5%) compared to the values associated with the other terms, such690

that −ψ ≈ Gsrf + Gint. A discussion of the causes of the drift are beyond the scope691

of this analysis, but are likely related to an imbalance between surface formation and in-692

terior consumption of dense bottom waters (Adcroft et al., 2019; Dufour et al., 2017; Lee693

et al., 2002).694
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In summary, this layer-wise budget of the deep and bottom waters reveals that al-695

though the shape and magnitude of ψ is consistent between the models, the contribut-696

ing mechanisms are distinct. In particular, Gsrf contributes approximately similarly to697

the outflowing AABW between the two models. However, there is a much more substan-698

tial net contribution from Gint in ESM4, but minimal contribution in CM4. Furthermore,699

these differences arise via distinct patterns in transformation, whereby the contribution700

in ESM4 arises from an absence of interior transformation at the upper isopycnal bound-701

ary, while the negligible net formation in CM4 is due to an approximate balance between702

negative transformations at both the lower and upper bounds of the AABW. Addition-703

ally, it is worth noting the distinct nature of the balance between Gsrf and Gint in the704

density layer just denser than outflowing AABW. Despite the terms balancing exactly705

in both models, leading to zero net outflow of water in this density layer at 30°S, the mag-706

nitude of the individual terms is roughly four times larger in CM4 than ESM4. These707

processes relating to the formation of outflowing AABW will prove crucial in interpret-708

ing the transient response of this water mass to surface forcing changes, with a key de-709

tail being the overall greater throughflow of water (seen in the magnitude of the mixing710

term) in CM4 relative to ESM4 at steady-state.711

3.2.2 Transient response712

We now assess how the layer volume balance between the isopycnal overturning at713

30°S and WMT south of 30°S changes in the Antwater perturbation experiments. We714

consider this both by comparing a 20-year mean in the perturbation experiments (Fig-715

ure 6, solid lines) to the 100-year mean steady-state balance (Figure 5, and faded lines716

in Figure 6), and by looking at the full evolution of the terms over time (Figure 7). As717

seen in Figure 3, in both CM4 and ESM4, the lower limb overturning weakens in response718

to the increased Antarctic melting. By comparing the 100-year mean steady-state bal-719

ance of the control runs (as presented in Figure 5 and redrawn in faded colors in each720

panel of Figure 6) with the mean balance over the last 20 years (years 51-70) of the per-721

turbation experiments, net export reduces by 4 Sv within the AABW density range in722

both models (Figure 6 and Table 2). The temporal evolution of change in −ψ during the723

Antwater perturbation run is presented as a Hovmöller diagrams (Figure 7a, b) show-724

ing the anomaly from the 100-year mean of the control run in density space for each year725

(annual mean). The anomalies in −ψ related to the AABW weakening start to develop726

around 20 years into the perturbation run and gradually increase in magnitude, such that727

the AABW export at 30°S steadily weakens during the simulation.728

While the response in ψ is similar between the two models, the contributing mech-729

anisms are markedly distinct (Figure 6). In particular, in spite of the models experienc-730

ing the same surface forcing change, the response in Gsrf differs substantially (black lines731

and bars in Figure 6). Negative anomalies in Gsrf in the last 20 years of the perturba-732

tion are mostly due to a shift in transformation towards lighter densities. The decline733

in Gsrf is more pronounced in CM4, leading to a substantial weakening in total trans-734

formation (by ∼5 Sv) over both the AABW and CDW density range compared to the735

Control. In the case of ESM4, the shift towards lighter densities is smaller with a reduc-736

tion in Gsrf only apparent in the AABW density range (by 2-3 Sv) (Figure 6). The neg-737

ative anomalies in Gsrf establish within the first 10 years and remain fairly constant through-738

out the rest of run (Figure 7). Thus, there is an apparent lag of ∼10 years between a rel-739

atively fast adjustment of Gsrf and the initiation of a more gradual decline in ψ at 30°S.740

This response in ψ is similar between CM4 and ESM4, even though we see character-741

istically different changes in Gsrf between the two models.742

The most striking difference in the model response is that of dV/dt (blue lines and743

bars in Figure 6; panel e and f in Figure 7). Crucially, this difference emerges in the out-744

flowing AABW range, wherein the net deflation of the AABW volume is occurring roughly745

four times faster in CM4 than in ESM4. The formation perspective shows that, in both746
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Figure 5. (a,b) Isopycnal overturning at 30°S (−ψ, red), plotted along with the total surface-

forced WMT (Gsrf , black), storage change (dV/dt, blue) and inferred interior WMT (Gint,

green) south of 30°S, estimated in (a) CM4 and (b) ESM4. Gsrf is further decomposed into its

thermal (dotted) and haline component (dashed). Surface WMT occurring over the Antarc-

tic shelf is represented by the grey dash-dotted line. Positive transformation corresponds to

transport towards denser water classes and negative transformation to lighter water classes.

dV/dt represents the total volume change below the isopycnal of the corresponding σ2 value. ψ

represents total export (positive) or import (negative) below the isopycnal of the correspond-

ing σ2 value. In panels (c, d) the export/import at 30°S (red line) are compared to forma-

tion/destruction from surface (black bars) and interior WMT (green bars) and storage change

(blue bars) at discrete density bins as positive/negative quantities. Quantities in (c,d) are calcu-

lated as the negative difference from the corresponding terms in (a,b). The lightly shaded band

in the lower half of the two panels identify the density range of the AABW, while the non-shaded

band represents the density range of the CDW.
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Figure 6. (a,b) Same as Figure 5 a and b, but including the mean of the last 20 years of the

Antwater experiment (year 51-70) as highlighted curves. The curves for the 100-year mean of

the control runs (as presented in Figure 5) are shown in lighter hue for reference.(c,d) Same as

Figure 5 c and d, but for the last 20 years of the Antwater experiment (year 51-70). (e,f) Anoma-

lies in the export/import at 30°S (red line), formation/destruction from surface (black bars) and

interior WMT (green bars) and storage change (blue bars). Anomalies are calculated from the

mean of the last 20 years (year 51-70) in Antwater minus the 100-year mean of the corresponding

Control.
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Figure 7. Hovmoeller-type diagrams of annual anomalies in (a,b) −ψ, (c,d) Gsrf , (e,f) dV/dt

and (g,h) Gint in the Antwater experiment relative to the 100-year mean of the Control run.

Anomaly time series are presented in discrete density bins corresponding to the density levels of

the model’s diagnostic output. A 5-yr running mean is applied across each density class. The ver-

tical lines indicate the 20-year averaging period at the end of the experiment used for Figure 6.

The dotted horizontal line at σ2 = 37.05 denotes the boundary between AABW and CDW.
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models, the volume lost from AABW is going in the density class directly above (Fig-747

ure 6 e,f). The transient perspective (Figure 7) reveals that the response of the mod-748

els are similar over the first ∼20 years following the onset of the perturbation, with AABW749

deflating at a rate exceeding 10 Sv. However, whereas the anomaly persists over the sub-750

sequent 50 years in CM4, it is substantially reduced in ESM4.751

The non-zero storage term is consistent with models still being in a transient state752

70 years after the perturbation is imposed. The deviations from the steady state are mostly753

constrained to the isopycnal representing the boundary between the CDW and AABW754

and is characterized by a drift in AABW volume towards the overlying CDW. Away from755

the CDW-AABW interface, the storage change is close to zero for years 50-70 of the Antwa-756

ter experiment (Figure 6). An open question is whether the deflation of AABW will even-757

tually stop, providing a timescale of adjustment to the AIS meltwater perturbation for758

each model, or AABW outflow at 30°S to cease before a new steady state is reached. To759

answer this question would require much longer simulations, which was not feasible with760

global coupled climate models.761

Over the last 20 years of the Antwater simulation, CM4 still experiences a loss of762

∼20 Sv in dense AABW to the lighter CDW, which is much larger than the correspond-763

ing export at 30°S (ψ = 3 Sv). On the other hand, dV/dt over the last 20 years in the764

Antwater simulation with ESM4 is only -5 Sv, such that the response in dV/dt clearly765

differs between CM4 and ESM4. Given the comparatively modest and consistent evo-766

lution of the other, directly-evaluated budget terms (Gsrf and ψ), the distinct model re-767

sponse in dV/dt can only be explained by model differences in interior transformation768

(Gint). The model differences in dV/dt are linked to distinct changes in Gint, where stronger769

lightening of AABW in the interior are inferred in the case of CM4 compared to ESM4770

(Figure 6a,b). Furthermore, the variation of dV/dt at the CDW-AABW interface (σ2 ≈771

37.0) corresponds to variations of Gint (Figure 7g,h).772

Looking more closely at the form of the inferred changes in Gint, we can identify773

further distinctions in the models’ responses. The changes in both models is character-774

ized by a decline in the transformation of outflowing AABW at its denser isopycnal bound775

(σ2 ≈ 37.2) and an increase in transformation at its lighter isopycnal bound (σ2 ≈ 37.0,776

see green dashed lines in Figure 6a,b). Notably however, the changes are much larger777

in CM4 than ESM4. In CM4, lightening of water at the upper density bound of outflow-778

ing AABW almost entirely shuts off, dropping from ∼10 Sv to ∼1 Sv (green dashed line779

at σ2 = 37.2 in Figure 6a). In ESM4, a similar decrease takes place, but transformation780

is not shut off completely (reduced from ∼5 Sv to ∼3 Sv). At the lighter density bound,781

transformation doubles in CM4, from ∼10 Sv to ∼20 Sv. In ESM4, transformation at782

the lighter bound is initially zero, and increases to ∼8 Sv.783

Revisiting our perspective on the formation of outflowing AABW in the time-mean784

state (Section 3.2.1), Figure 6 indicates that the supply of the water mass at the denser785

bound has been diminished, while its removal at the lighter bound has been increased.786

Crucially, the magnitude of these changes at both upper and lower bounds is much more787

pronounced in CM4 than ESM4. This diverging response of interior transformations at788

the upper and lower density bounds of the AABW ultimately accounts for the large dif-789

ferences in the deflation of AABW between the models. To derive further insight on the790

mechanisms leading to the different model responses in volume storage, we consider their791

spatial pattern.792

The anomalies in dV/dt at σ2 = 37.05 (corresponding to the upper density bound793

of AABW) over the last 20 years of the Antwater experiment are mapped in Figure 8794

to see the geographic distribution of the AABW deflation. The overall negative anoma-795

lies of dV/dt at σ2 = 37.05 reveal strong volume losses in CM4 that are constrained to796

the deep ocean basins of the Weddell and Ross Seas. The dV/dt anomaly pattern in ESM4797

is also constrained to depths > 4000 m, but has generally weaker negative values and,798
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Figure 8. Spatial distribution of dV/dt anomalies evaluated at the upper density bound of the

AABW (σ2 = 37.05) in (a) CM4 and (b) ESM4. The anomalies are calculated from the average

over the years 51-70 of the Antwater experiment minus the 100-year average of the Control. Note

that dV/dt is divided by the horizontal area of a grid cell to render units of m s−1. The light

gray lines denote contours of bottom topography (4000-m isobath).

more importantly, includes regions of positive dV/dt anomalies in the Weddell Sea. This799

suggests dense bottom water still forming off the Weddell shelf in ESM4, but not in CM4.800

This large difference in the changes in isopycnal volume drift between the models is not801

reflected in changes in ψ, which are the same for the two models (Figure 6). Instead, the802

different response in dV/dt between the models must lie in the changing balance between803

Gsrf and Gint.804

Given that the meltwater perturbations are imposed at the surface and not in the805

interior, the forced changes in the perturbed state that are driving variability in Gint and806

dV/dt must be represented by anomalies in Gsrf . Thus, the model-dependent response807

in Gsrf determines corresponding changes in Gint, which in turn lead to changes in dV/dt.808

The decline in Gsrf over the high-end densities impacts Gint in the density range that809

corresponds to AABW at 30°S. This adds to a deflation of AABW, seen as more neg-810

ative dV/dt at the upper density bound of AABW, and is four times stronger in CM4811

compared to ESM4.812

3.3 Changes in the surface WMT on the Antarctic shelf versus open ocean813

In this section we test whether the stronger deflation of AABW in CM4 is related814

to the overall greater decline of Gsrf over the AABW density range (σ2 > 37.0). Map-815

ping the anomalies in Gsrf from the last 20 years of the Antwater experiment for the816

upper density bound of AABW (σ2 = 37.05) shows that the decline in surface trans-817

formation occurs mostly on the Antarctic shelf (Figure 9). The reduction in Gsrf is weaker818

in ESM4 and, unlike CM4, the negative anomalies are not present in most DSW forma-819

tion regions, such as the Weddell and Ross shelves. This distinction suggests that DSW820

formation and overflows are still present in the last 20 years of the simulations in ESM4,821

which explains the smaller drift in the AABW volume. For both models, Gsrf anoma-822

lies are comprised mostly by the haline component (Figure 9, right column) with much823

smaller changes in the thermal component (Figure 9, middle column). This result sug-824

gests that the largest impact of Antarctic melting is a decline in haline driven formation825

of DSW. This reduction in DSW formation is much more apparent in CM4 than in ESM4.826

To better quantify the reduction of Gsrf on the Antarctic shelf, we repeat the cal-827

culation in Equation (4) south of 60°S and differentiate between surface-driven trans-828

formation on the shelf and offshore (Figure 10). Furthermore, we isolate surface trans-829
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Figure 9. Spatial distribution of Gsrf anomalies evaluated at the upper density bound of

the AABW (σ2 = 37.05) in CM4 (top) and ESM4 (bottom). The anomalies are calculated from

the average over the years 51-70 of the Antwater experiment minus the 100-year average of the

Control. Total anomalies (left) are compared to anomalies in the thermal (middle) and haline

component (right). The area-integrated change in Gsrf is printed in the center of each map and

corresponds to the difference between Control and Antwater in Figure 6. The 1000-m isobath is

shown as black dashed contours which delineates the Antarctic shelf from the open ocean.

formation due to freshwater and salt fluxes since it has been established that those are830

driving the changes in Gsrf . We define the Antarctic shelf as the region shoreward of831

the 1000-meter isobath around Antarctica, while the open ocean region is offshore from832

the 1000-meter isobath and south of 60°S. DSW formation due to brine rejection is de-833

fined as the maximum transformation over the Antarctic shelf in the Control experiment,834

which occurs at σ2 = 37.19 in CM4 and σ2 = 37.25 in ESM4 (Figure 10). Based on the835

100-year mean Control experiment, DSW formation is 4.5 Sv and 4.0 Sv in CM4 and ESM4,836

respectively, which is dominantly driven by brine rejection from sea ice formation. Com-837

paring this formation to the mean of the last 20 years (51-70) of the Antwater experi-838

ment, DSW formation nearly ceases in CM4 while only reducing by about 50% in ESM4.839

The different response between CM4 and ESM4 in terms of DSW is true for both Antwa-840

ter and AntwaterStress.841

Besides the changes occurring on the shelf, the two models also show different re-842

sponses in the open ocean. In ESM4, the increases in surface WMT to denser water classes843

are contrasted with a clear decline in surface WMT found in CM4. The increased sur-844

face WMT in the open ocean is linked to increased brine rejection due to sea ice growth.845

This result is consistent with findings by Beadling et al. (2022), who showed sea ice thick-846

ening in the Ross Sea and Weddell Sea in response to Antarctic melting. The sea ice ex-847

pansion and thickening are greater in ESM4 compared to CM4, and are reduced in the848

combined AntwaterStress experiment. This result points to potentially important im-849

pacts on open ocean ventilation related to Antarctic meltwater. However, the offshore850

surface transformation occurs at densities that are not high enough to affect the AABW.851

In the case of both the Control steady (Figure 5) and Antwater transient state (Figure 6),852

any changes in surface densification in the open ocean happen at density classes that show853

lightening by interior processes. Thus, any water masses that form in this density range854

(σ2 ≤ 37.1) will not reach densities relevant for AABW volume and export at 30°S.855
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Figure 10. Surface-forced WMT south of 60°S decomposed by transformation occurring over

the Antarctic shelf (left column) and over the open ocean (right column) for CM4 (top row) and

ESM4 (bottom row). Black lines represent the 100-year mean from the corresponding Control

run, while the colored lines represent the 20-year mean of Antwater (cyan) and AntwaterStress

(magenta). WMT is presented in σ2-space with density bins of 0.02 kg m−3. Positive values cor-

responds to transport towards denser water classes and negative transformation to lighter water

classes. The 20-year mean WMT curves for Antwater and AntwaterStress include ±1 standard

deviation envelope based on the ensemble.
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3.4 Sensitivity of the transient response of DSW formation to ASC rep-856

resentation857

Differentiation of Gsrf between Antarctic shelf and offshore (Figure 10) shows that858

any surface formation of DSW (σ2 > 37.2) occurs over the Antarctic shelf. The AABW859

exported at 30°S is associated with lighter densities of 37.0 < σ2 < 37.1 (Figure 5).860

Hence, the waters formed on the shelf are being made considerably lighter by interior861

mixing processes before being exported northward at 30°S, such that DSW and AABW862

masses cannot be directly linked in density space. The layer-wise volume budget in the863

steady state of both CM4 and ESM4 shows that mixing leads to destruction of water864

denser than σ2 > 37.2 (Figure 5). Due to volume conservation, this destruction must865

contribute to the formation of AABW at a lighter density layer (37.1 < σ2 < 37.2).866

Thus, Gint redistributes the densest water formed at the Antarctic shelf to a lighter and867

more narrow AABW density class. An important consequence from the balance between868

Gsrf and Gint is that DSW needs to be formed at densities greater than what is found869

in the deep SO.870

Accounting for the role of interior mixing, DSW contributes about half to the AABW871

export at 30°S in both CM4 (4.5 Sv of DSW formation compared to 7.5 Sv of AABW872

export at 30°S) and ESM4 (4.0 Sv of DSW formation compared to 8.0 Sv of AABW ex-873

port at 30°S) in the Control state. This contribution suggests that stability of the AABW874

depends on the production of DSW occurring over the high-end density range (σ2 > 37.2).875

This budget is schematically represented in Figure 11a, which illustrates the steady-state876

balance between Gsrf , Gint and −ψ. In this case, the AABW volume (defined below the877

isopycnal surface σ2 = 37.05) remains constant, such that dense water formation occur-878

ring at σ2 ≥ 37.05 (occurring both on the shelf and in the open ocean) is balanced by879

lightening due to diapycnal mixing and the transport at 30°S. This quasi-steady state880

volume balance applies to the Control in both models, with the exception that CM4 in-881

cludes a small drift in AABW volume (negative dV/dt at σ2 = 37.05).882

The Antwater perturbation, representing increased melting of the AIS, results in883

characteristically different responses between the two models (Figure 11 b and c). By884

focusing on the Antarctic shelf, we identified the response of DSW to the AIS melting885

as a key difference between CM4 and ESM4. This distinct response is connected to how886

the Antarctic Slope Front and associated ASC are resolved in the two models. In par-887

ticular, it has been demonstrated that the ASC is stronger and more refined in CM4 than888

ESM4 Beadling et al. (2022) in the model’s mean state, primarily due to finer horizon-889

tal grid spacing in CM4 (0.25°) compared to ESM4 (0.5°). (Beadling et al., 2022) showed890

that in response to the Antwater perturbation, the stronger mean-state ASC in CM4 traps891

more freshwater along the Antarctic shelf, leading to a strong acceleration of the ASC,892

and additional freshwater trapping, as the density gradient increases between the shelf893

and open ocean. This freshwater trapping mechanism identified in Beadling et al. (2022)894

in CM4 leads to a more regionally confined freshening of the Antarctic shelf in the Antwa-895

ter experiment, shutting off DSW formation (Figure 10). Since there is no more over-896

flow of DSW supplying the deep SO, the AABW volume declines, as reflected by a slump-897

ing of the isopycnal surface corresponding to σ2 = 37.05 (Figure 11b).898

Given the less refined ASC, the density gradient between shelf and open ocean does899

not sharpen as much in ESM4 in the Antwater experiment. There is more cross-shelf ex-900

port of meltwater away from the shelf, leading to an attenuated freshening of the shelf.901

The advection of freshwater away from the shelf and lack of a trapping mechanism ex-902

plains why DSW formation is only reduced by about 50% in ESM4 rather than being903

shut off (Figure 10), such that dense overflows are still present in ESM4’s Antwater ex-904

periment. Based on spatial anomalies of the AABW storage change (Figure 8) these over-905

flows occur mostly from the Weddell shelf. The continued presence of DSW formation906

and overflows in ESM4’s Antwater and AntwaterStress simulations explains why there907

is less volume reduction in ESM4’s AABW layer compared with CM4 (Figure 11c).908
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Figure 11. Schematic of processes associated with the AABW volume balance in the SO

(south of 30°S) based on the Control run in both CM4 and ESM4 (a) and the Antwater experi-

ment in CM4 (b) and ESM4 (c). The isopycnal surface for σ2 = 37.05 is shown in purple shading

and denotes the upper (lighter) bound of the AABW. Red arrows denote the AABW export

quantified as −Ψ at 30°S and σ2 = 37.05. The downward pointing arrows in black denote pos-

itive surface WMT for σ2 ≥ 37.05 occurring both in the open ocean and on the Antarctic shelf

and cause dense water formation within and into the AABW layer. The upward pointing green

arrows represent negative interior WMT at σ2 = 37.05 and cause lightening of AABW water into

the overlaying CDW water mass. The downward sloping arrows denote dense shelf water trans-

forming into AABW. The dark blue arrow denotes the ASC. Thicker arrows in Antwater(CM4)

indicate a stronger ASC compared to Control and Antwater(ESM4). The downward pointing

blue arrows in Antwater(CM4) and Antwater(ESM4) illustrate the deflation of the AABW vol-

ume.
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As explained above, the extent of AABW deflation is governed by surface WMT909

changes over the Antarctic shelf. Changes in surface WMT over the open ocean indicates910

no effect on the AABW (Figure 10). Any surface densification in the AABW density range911

that occurs over the open ocean is opposed by interior lightening in the Antwater ex-912

periment. This two-way balance between surface and interior processes is illustrated in913

Figure 11 b and c, showing Gsrf directly compensated by Gint over the open ocean. This914

compensation is consistent with the findings that the additional meltwater input from915

the AIS equally suppresses open-ocean deep convective events in both models (Beadling916

et al., 2022). This result suggests that the impact in eliminating surface-forced dense wa-917

ter formation over the open ocean is the same in the two models. Thus, changes in open918

ocean surface WMT do not explain the stronger decline of AABW volume in CM4 rel-919

ative to ESM4.920

Despite the clear differences seen in the AABW volume change between the two921

models, the reduction in overturning at 30°S is roughly the same. Considering the bal-922

ance described in Equation (1), the change in Gint must differ between the models in923

order to compensate for the differences in dV/dt and Gsrf changes, such that −ψ is re-924

sponding the same way in the two models. Similarly, given the extent to which AIS melt925

perturbs dense water formation on the shelf, our analysis suggests that relevant mixing926

processes in the interior respond differently. In CM4, the complete elimination of DSW927

overflowing to the deep ocean leads to strong destruction of AABW by diapycnal mix-928

ing processes, which drives the deflation of the AABW. This behavior is not seen in ESM4,929

where there is only a moderate deflation of AABW that is likely driven by ongoing vol-930

ume export at 30°S while any surface densification in the AABW density range is ex-931

actly balanced by destruction due to interior WMT. Thus, in addition to the represen-932

tation of the Antarctic shelf processes, our analysis suggests potentially important dif-933

ferences in the representation of interior mixing processes between the two models.934

4 Discussion935

4.1 Impact of wind stress and Antarctic melting changes on SO water936

masses937

In this study, we investigated the transient response of the SO MOC to changes938

in wind stress and AIS melting in GFDL’s current-generation coupled climate models,939

CM4 and ESM4. These models are part of the CMIP6 suite and are widely used to study940

historical and future climate change. Due to its immense capacity to store heat and car-941

bon, the deep SO has a significant influence on the global climate. Therefore it is crit-942

ical to assess the response of deep SO circulation and water masses in these models to943

better understand their projections of future climate. To test the response of CM4 and944

ESM4, we designed idealized perturbations that represent expected changes in wind stress945

and AIS melting by mid-21st century in a high CO2 emission scenario (i.e., RCP8.5 or946

SSP5-8.5 scenarios). These simulations allowed us to attribute the transient responses947

to the individual and combined changes from the forcings deemed most relevant for the948

SO.949

In terms of the SO MOC, both perturbations yield the largest impact on the lower950

limb circulation cell, corresponding to CDW and AABW. Projected wind stress changes951

increase bottom water formation and enhance CDW inflow, while projected increases in952

AIS melting cause a substantially weaker bottom overturning cell and contraction of the953

AABW volume. A pronounced AABW and lower limb MOC with stronger and/or southward-954

shifted westerlies have been previously documented in both coupled and ocean-only mod-955

els using different experimental designs (Bishop et al., 2016; Dias et al., 2021; Hogg et956

al., 2017; Spence, Sebille, et al., 2014). The simulated change in CM4 and ESM4 agree957

with these previous findings. However, we see interesting differences in terms of the sen-958

sitivity of the MOC to wind stress changes, where the lower resolution model ESM4 shows959
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a more enhanced bottom cell compared to the higher resolution model CM4. In both mod-960

els, the lower cell is enhanced due to open-ocean polynyas that lead to strong heat losses961

and deep convection events (Beadling et al., 2022).962

The higher sensitivity of changes in wind forcing in ESM4 is linked to a larger role963

of these open-ocean convection events, which occur quasi-periodically on a centennial964

time scale in the Ross Sea and Weddell Sea over the Control simulation (Dunne et al.,965

2020; Beadling et al., 2022). In ESM4, such polynyas develop early on in each ensem-966

ble member of the Stress experiment, which leads to substantial AABW production. On967

the other hand, the response in CM4 to wind perturbations is muted relative to ESM4,968

where the occurrence of open-ocean deep convection during Stress depends on the amount969

of heat stored within the CDW at the time of the perturbation initiation (Beadling et970

al., 2022). The dominance of open-ocean convection in response to wind perturbation971

has been observed in other climate models, such as ACCESS-OM2 (Dias et al., 2021),972

but are regarded as unrealistic given that most of AABW in the present day is sourced973

from DSW on the Antarctic shelf and not in the open ocean (Heuzé, 2021; Akhoudas et974

al., 2021). However, it is possible that open ocean convection may have been an impor-975

tant process in maintaining lower-limb overturning under the preindustrial climate, and976

the weaker AABW production during current climate condition is due to the absence977

of such phenomena in the SO (C. d. de Lavergne et al., 2014).978

With regard to a pure wind forcing scheme, we agree with the assessment of Dias979

et al. (2021) that coarser models such as ESM4 might be overly convective, such that980

they are too sensitive to projected wind changes, eradicating potential impacts by sur-981

face heat and freshwater perturbations. In terms of impacts on the subpolar SO and AABW,982

Dias et al. (2021) found that the expected wind forcing due to doubling of CO2 completely983

overshadows any effects from surface heat and freshwater fluxes. However, Dias et al.984

(2021) did not consider any additional freshening due to AIS melting. In contrast, we985

have shown for both CM4 and ESM4 that it is the freshening around Antarctica due to986

the addition of AIS meltwater that defines the transient response of the SO MOC in the987

combined forcing scheme (AntwaterStress), which underscores the importance of accu-988

rately simulating the melting of ice sheets around Antarctica. In the traditional exper-989

iments within FAFMIP, atmospheric freshwater flux changes from 2xCO2 are not enough990

to counteract wind stress perturbations. An important consequence of our findings and991

those of Beadling et al. (2022) are that the SO response is dominated by meltwater. Since992

these perturbations are derived from a 2xCO2 simulation, this result supports the idea993

that the inclusion of AIS meltwater fluxes are necessary to derive more robust future pro-994

jections of water mass changes in this region and thus global climate projections (Bronselaer995

et al., 2018).996

4.2 Surface WMT over the Antarctic shelf as a key factor in model re-997

sponse998

Given that the signature changes in SO MOC, and especially concerning AABW,999

are almost entirely due to the Antarctic meltwater additions, the transient state in the1000

combined forcing experiment is defined by a slowing bottom overturning and declining1001

AABW volume. When considering the overturning at 30°S and comparing it to the changes1002

in WMT and volume south of 30°S, we saw that CM4 and ESM4 respond very differ-1003

ently to increased AIS melting. How surface-forced transformation is affected in the high-1004

end density range (σ2 > 37.2) was identified as the key factor in determining the tran-1005

sient response in the deep SO. Importantly, isopycnals corresponding to this density are1006

mostly outcropping over the Antarctic shelf. Thus, DSW formation from brine rejection1007

and the extent to how much the additional meltwater from the AIS is impacting this pro-1008

cess are crucial for an accurate representation of AABW in climate models. In CM4, the1009

meltwater perturbation eliminates surface-forced densification corresponding to DSW1010

(σ2 > 37.2), leading to immediate deflation of AABW and a gradual weakening of the1011
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lower limb overturning. In contrast, surface formation of DSW is still present in ESM41012

even at 50 years after the additional Antarctic melting was imposed. Hence, the melt-1013

water experiment in ESM4 still has AABW formation due to shelf convection. We thus1014

find that the impact of Antarctic melt perturbations to the deep SO is fundamentally1015

different in ESM4 compared to CM4.1016

Beadling et al. (2022) documented important differences in the representation of1017

the ASC between CM4 and ESM4. In particular, in the model’s mean state, the ASC1018

is stronger and more well-defined along the continental slope in CM4, whereas in ESM41019

the ASC is represented by a much weaker and broader off-shelf flow, roughly half in mag-1020

nitude compared to CM4. Furthermore, added meltwater on the Antarctic shelf leads1021

to a strong circumpolar acceleration of the ASC in CM4, which is also seen in ESM4,1022

but of much lesser magnitude (Beadling et al., 2022). When Antarctic meltwater is im-1023

posed, deep homogenous fresh anomalies start to develop over the Antarctic shelf in CM4.1024

This freshening over the Antarctic shelf is much more pronounced in CM4 compared to1025

ESM4. Freshening of the shelf enhances the lateral density gradient between the shelf1026

and the open ocean, which in turn causes the ASC to accelerate. This response leads to1027

a positive feedback in which the stronger ASC leads to reduced cross-slope exchanges1028

such that meltwater effectively becomes trapped on the shelf, leading to further shelf fresh-1029

ening and further acceleration of the ASC. On the other hand, the less refined ASC in1030

ESM4 does not accelerate as much, and a large fraction of the AIS meltwater is trans-1031

ported off the shelf. Thus, the fresh anomalies on the shelf are less pronounced in ESM41032

compared to CM4, and there is no reinforcing feedback between shelf freshening and ASC1033

strengthening.1034

Beadling et al. (2022) showed that this differing response along the Antarctic shelf1035

has important consequences on heat transfer towards the Antarctic margins and suggested1036

that projections of ocean-driven melting of the AIS may depend on how well a model1037

resolves the ASC. The results of the Antwater simulation with the 0.25° CM4 model con-1038

firms previous high-resolution modeling studies, where Antarctic melting leads to a neg-1039

ative feedback in which the Antarctic shelf becomes isolated from the upwelling of warm1040

CDW, potentially inhibiting further basal melting (Goddard et al., 2017; Moorman et1041

al., 2020). On the other hand, results from the 0.5° ESM4 model reflects findings by rel-1042

atively coarse resolution models showing a positive feedback where Antarctic melting en-1043

hances shoreward heat transport, leading to more subsurface warming around Antarc-1044

tica and potentially further increasing Antarctic mass loss (Bronselaer et al., 2018; Golledge1045

et al., 2019). As noted previously, there are several important component differences be-1046

tween CM4 and ESM4 beyond their respective resolutions and representation of the ASC.1047

For example, the higher snow-on-glacier albedo in ESM4 could also play a role in the re-1048

duced sensitivity of AABW to these perturbations. Here we add to the results of Beadling1049

et al. (2022) and show that the different representation of the ASC in the two models1050

is likely the key factor in how AABW is projected to change in response to enhanced melt-1051

ing of the AIS.1052

Since the AIS meltwater is being held on the shelf by a stronger ASC in the CM41053

Antwater experiment, it is readily redistributed by the shelf current system, leading to1054

a homogeneous freshening across the entire shelf, including DSW formation regions (Wed-1055

dell shelf, Prydz Bay, Adelie Coast and Ross shelf). The surface and subsurface fresh-1056

ening leads to an overall reduction in density. This response can be seen in a shift of the1057

maximum surface WMT over the continental shelf towards lighter densities in Figure 10.1058

Shelf waters are still being made denser by brine rejection associated with sea ice growth1059

over the DSW formation regions. However, surface-forced formation is below the den-1060

sity required for DSW (σ2 > 37.2) to support overflows and bottom water formation.1061

The Antarctic melt perturbation in ESM4 does not result in a strong homogenized shelf1062

freshening as observed in CM4. Given the same AIS meltwater input, more freshwater1063

enters the open ocean in ESM4 due to the weaker ASC relative to CM4, allowing for more1064
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cross-shelf exchange. Water mass formation by brine rejection in ESM4 is reduced by1065

∼50%, but still present in the DSW density class, allowing for dense enough waters in1066

ESM4 to descend at depth and contribute to AABW.1067

As implied by positive volume changes in the deep Weddell Sea (Figure 8), bot-1068

tom water is still being formed on the Weddell shelf throughout the Antwater experi-1069

ment in ESM4. This formation is consistent with the spatial distribution of the melt-1070

water sources around Antarctica. The largest observed mass loss from the AIS is occur-1071

ring in West Antarctica (Paolo et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2020). The imposed Antarc-1072

tic meltwater fluxes are redistributed westward towards the Ross shelf with less direct1073

meltwater input in the Weddell region. Thus, DSW is still being produced at high enough1074

densities in the Weddell shelf to sink to the deep Weddell Sea and contribute to AABW1075

(Figure 11c). This situation points to the potential importance in accurately defining1076

the location of meltwater input around the shelf. Previous work suggested little sensi-1077

tivity to the spatial distribution of Antarctic melting based on uniform patterns of pre-1078

scribed melting (Lago & England, 2019). In our experimental design, the additional melt-1079

ing was based on observed ice shelf melting. In the case of ESM4, this spatial non-uniformity1080

allowed the Weddell shelf to be less impacted by the meltwater forcing than if the same1081

amount of meltwater (0.1 Sv) was prescribed as in previous designs (e.g., Bronselaer et1082

al., 2018; Lago & England, 2019).1083

The striking mismatch between CM4 and ESM4 in Antarctic shelf and AABW re-1084

sponse under the same meltwater perturbation underscores the relevance of represent-1085

ing DSW formation processes in climate models. This emphasis is in contrast to the con-1086

siderable fraction of AABW formation from open-ocean convection observed in many cli-1087

mate models. Even though dense water formation occurs via open-ocean polynya events1088

during the Control simulation in CM4 and ESM4, these intermittent bottom water for-1089

mation events are absent in the Antwater simulations for both models (Beadling et al.,1090

2022). However, the strong volume loss in AABW is only seen in CM4, even though the1091

shutoff of deep convection events within the open ocean occurs in both models. Thus,1092

it is the change in dense water formation over the Antarctic shelf that is the key in un-1093

derstanding the mismatch in AABW volume response between the two models. This con-1094

clusion is consistent with findings presented in Lago and England (2019) who showed that1095

it is the decline in shelf convection that is driving the collapse of AABW in their melt-1096

water experiments, despite the open-ocean estimate comprising almost half of the total1097

convection in the control state.1098

4.3 Role of overturning versus ventilation in defining the SO’s transient1099

response1100

In response to Antarctic melting increases, the contraction of the AABW volume1101

south of 30°S is much stronger in CM4 compared to ESM4. On the other hand, the de-1102

cline in the overturning at 30°S is approximately the same in the two models. This be-1103

havior highlights the potential for a disconnect between processes associated with the1104

ventilation of the deep SO and those maintaining meridional volume transports between1105

the SO and the deep basins of the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Ocean. This important1106

distinction between overturning and ventilation has been documented for the mode and1107

intermediate waters of the SO (Morrison et al., 2022). Here we used the WMT frame-1108

work to disentangle the impacts on ventilation and overturning regarding the transient1109

response in the deep SO.1110

Overturning has been used as a metric of constituent transport into the deep ocean.1111

However, it has been shown that transport processes relevant to heat and carbon are of-1112

ten disconnected from overturning. For example, MacGilchrist et al. (2019) identified1113

that it was not the overturning that was controlling the transport of carbon, but actu-1114

ally the horizontal circulation and water masses within the Weddell gyre. Our analysis1115
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used a comprehensive assessment of the response in deep SO water masses to given changes1116

in surface forcing, which considered overturning as a balance between storage change and1117

WMT. From this framework, it becomes apparent that a change in surface forcing (i.e.,1118

changes in water formation/destruction at the surface) does not directly impact over-1119

turning, but instead translates to changes in interior mixing processes, which in turn im-1120

pact the volume of a given water mass before meridional transports are affected.1121

Consequently, the fidelity with which a model can resolve the mixing terms is highly1122

important. The substantial role of interior WMT in establishing the SO MOC has been1123

previously documented (Iudicone et al., 2008; Downes et al., 2011; Cerovečki et al., 2013;1124

Newsom et al., 2016). An important point to make is that changes in surface forcing are1125

directly compensated by mixing in the short term. This compensation represents impacts1126

on ventilation that are relevant for the uptake of ocean constituents. On the other hand,1127

the long-term balance between surface and interior WMT with storage change becomes1128

relevant in understanding the transient adjustment of SO MOC. In particular, for un-1129

derstanding the response in the lower limb overturning, it is important to consider a bal-1130

ance between WMT and volume changes along with the overturning streamfunction.1131

In this study, the contribution by interior WMT needs to be inferred from Equa-1132

tion (6), since appropriate model diagnostics were not available. Future work is encour-1133

aged to better characterize the diapycnal mixing processes associated with interior WMT.1134

Previous work has provided insights on where the majority of interior WMT occurs (e.g.,1135

Iudicone et al., 2008; Urakawa et al., 2020). For most of the SO, entrainment and de-1136

trainment at the base of the mixed layer, as well as eddy-driven mixing within the mixed1137

layer, are both important processes (Iudicone et al., 2008), with diapycnal mixing in the1138

deep interior ocean (below the mixed layer) playing only a secondary role. Resolving the1139

subsurface mixing component is challenging because it contains both explicit mixing pro-1140

cesses as well as spurious or numerical mixing (S. M. Griffies et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2002).1141

In terms of future modeling work, interior WMT can be resolved from heat and salt ten-1142

dencies due to vertical and lateral mixing (e.g., Iudicone et al., 2008), with lateral mix-1143

ing processes related to the nonlinear equation of state, such as cabbeling and thermo-1144

baricity (Nycander et al., 2015; Groeskamp et al., 2016).1145

5 Conclusion1146

In this study we used two similar coupled models (GFDL CM4 and ESM4) that1147

mainly differ in their horizontal resolution and representation of mesoscale eddies to in-1148

vestigate the response of Southern Ocean (SO) overturning, water mass transformations,1149

and ventilation to projected changes in wind forcing and Antarctic Ice sheet (AIS) melt-1150

water. Similar to previous work, we see that stronger and poleward shifted westerlies en-1151

hance bottom overturning, while adding AIS meltwater weakens it. We found that when1152

imposing the two forcings simultaneously, AIS meltwater dominates the response in the1153

SO meridional overturning circulation (SO MOC), with changes in meridional transport1154

at 30°S being very similar between the two models. However, the transient response to1155

meltwater is very different between the models south of 30°S, when considering the bal-1156

ance between overturning, water mass transformation and layer volume changes in the1157

deep SO. We found that surface and interior transformation processes south of 30°S re-1158

spond differently between the models resulting in starkly different AABW changes in the1159

two models.1160

Beadling et al. (2022) established that the mean-state strength, structure, and meltwater-1161

driven acceleration of the Antarctic Slope Current (ASC) was the key to explaining the1162

striking difference in the thermal response along the Antarctic shelf between the two mod-1163

els. We expand on Beadling et al. (2022) and show that the ASC also plays a central role1164

in explaining the starkly different evolutions of AABW in response to the meltwater forc-1165

ing through its influence on dense shelf water (DSW) formation and subsequent over-1166
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flow to the deep ocean. The freshwater trapped by the stronger and accelerating ASC1167

in CM4 leads to a shut down of DSW in CM4, while DSW formation and overflow to1168

the deep ocean continues in ESM4. This contrasting response leads to characteristically1169

different responses in interior mixing. A larger interior destruction of AABW volume oc-1170

curs in CM4, coinciding with a stronger deflation of AABW relative to ESM4.1171

Given the role of AABW as a pathway to sequester heat and carbon into the deep1172

ocean on long time scales (Marinov et al., 2006; DeVries et al., 2012), the strikingly dif-1173

ferent response of AABW volume between the two models has important ramifications1174

for how these two models may project the oceanic uptake of heat and carbon in future1175

climate scenarios. This study suggests that under ongoing climate change, models with1176

sufficient horizontal resolutions for a coherent ASC around the Antarctic continental mar-1177

gin may simulate a stronger decline in future heat and carbon uptake by reducing the1178

formation and export of DSW to the deep SO. On the other hand, models with an un-1179

resolved or less defined ASC are more likely to continue sequestering heat and carbon1180

into the deep ocean through DSW and subsequent AABW formation processes. We ar-1181

gue that, through its direct impact on the projected evolution of the densification of sur-1182

face waters and export of AABW to the deep ocean, whether a coherent ASC is present1183

in a model or not has important consequences on its ability to accurately project atmo-1184

spheric CO2 concentration, (DeVries et al., 2017; Kessler & Tjiputra, 2016; Watson et1185

al., 2020; Nissen et al., 2022), regional and global mean temperature (Pierce et al., 2012;1186

Sallée, 2018; Hobbs et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2021), and sea level changes (Church et al.,1187

2013; Couldrey et al., 2021). The diverging responses of the deep SO to surface wind stress1188

and meltwater perturbations due to differences in ASC, which are mainly dependent on1189

the horizontal resolution of a model (Dufour et al., 2017; Goddard et al., 2017; Lockwood1190

et al., 2021), point to an important source of uncertainty when considering the future1191

evolution of the SO and global climate.1192

Open Research1193

Model data from the preindustrial control (piControl) runs of CM4 and ESM4 are1194

available at the Earth System Grid Federation archive (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/1195

projects/cmip6). Model output from the wind and Antarctic meltwater experiments1196

will be made publicly available on the same archive as part of the FAFMIP contribution1197

to CMIP6 and can be retrieved at (Zenodo link will be inserted here at time of accep-1198

tance). The forcing fields used in these experiments can be found at https://github1199

.com/becki-beadling/Beadling et al 2022 JGROceans. The GFDL MOM6 code is1200

available at https://github.com/NOAA-GFDL/MOM6. Water mass transformation calcu-1201

lations were done using the python package xwmt (https://github.com/jetesdal/xwmt).1202

Python scripts and Jupyter notebooks along with interim datasets to reproduce the ta-1203

bles and figures can be accessed at (GitHub link will be inserted here at time of accep-1204

tance).1205
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Appendix A List of Acronyms1227

AABW Antarctic Bottom Water
AAIW Antarctic Intermediate Water
AIS Antarctic Ice Sheet
ASC Antarctic Slope Current
CDW Circumpolar Deep Water
DSW Dense Shelf Water
GFDL Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
MLD Mixed Layer Depth
MOC Meridional Overturning Circulation
NADW North Atlantic Deep Water
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
SAMW Subantarctic Mode Water
SO Southern Ocean
WMT Water Mass Transformation

1228
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